Enforcing Compliance with Information Security Policies: Incentive
Structure and a Penal Code Mechanism
1. Problem Scope and Motivation
Development and proliferation of new networking technologies and interdependent ways
of conducting business with business partners is making it more difficult to secure the
information systems that companies possess. Traditional well-defined security perimeters are
becoming more spotty and porous as companies are forced to open their networks to business
partners. This issue is further complicated by the growth of collaborative technologies, virtual
teams and outsourcing. In collaborative environments, due to their distributed and
heterogeneous nature, compliance with security policies becomes a huge challenge (Smith et al,
2006). Gartner Research argues that threats to extended enterprise are expected to increase, as
outsourcing to offshore companies in countries with often weak or unenforced intellectual
property and privacy laws becomes more common (Wheatman et al., 2005). In these conditions,
compliance with information security policies becomes hard to enforce by legal or administrative
means. Therefore, technical or economic tools must be developed and used.
However, the effectiveness of technical tools in enforcing security compliance is not
clear. On one hand, an average of 11.9% (and up to 25%) of IT budgets is spent on compliance
initiatives (Ponemon Institute 2011), and many companies are providing automated compliance
solutions (e.g., Symantec, Open Text, etc.). Still, even these solutions do not provide complete
security from security events that occur on daily basis. Majority of spending in the technical
solution remains in the tools that help in “keeping the bad guys out” – firewalls, antivirus, antispam, etc. (Browning 2006). However, the demands of business operations in the world of fuzzy
security perimeters are more along the lines of “letting good guys in” paradigm, allowing

customers and partners to connect as needed to corporate networks. The question of who to
allow such connection privileges and how to make sure that the “good guys” do not turn “bad”
goes beyond technical solution into the area of social, economic and behavioral mechanisms. In
other words, a shared belief is developing that information security is not solely a technology
issue but should involve economic and behavioral considerations (Vijayan 2005). Note that
access to sensitive data and computing infrastructure is an issue even when a firm does not
extend its operational business environment beyond its traditional boundaries. A recent survey
shows that 12% of IT users admitted to knowingly violating security policies to get their work
done (Fiberlink 2010), while various reports attribute between 4% and 40% of all security
incidents to the acts of insiders – ignorant or malicious (Verizon 2012, PriceWaterhouseCoopers
2010).
When it comes to social interactions involving information technology, it is important to
understand that different entities have different and often conflicting goals and interests. While
these issues are not new1, they are becoming even more emphasized in the context of information
security. Higher levels of information security generally restrict the ability of users to follow
flexible operation routines, and may be perceived as counter-productive. For example, Perry
(1991) identifies multiple trade-offs in systems reliability, including integrity vs. efficiency,
usability and portability of systems. Such trade-offs play important role in forming perception
about the true value of information security systems and resulting behavior of people and
organization entities, potentially leading to non-compliance with security policies. Overall, the
incentives of agents in information security interactions often leads to deterioration of security;
for example, software manufacturers often have incentives to introduce new products as early as
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possible, while there are still many bugs that have to be patched later (Arora et al. 2006). Since
incentives of agents are often misaligned, designing such incentive mechanism for information
security becomes a challenge.
In this paper, we show that compliance with security policies may be enforced even for
myopic, self-interested, agents by providing them proper economic incentives for compliance.
We consider a game between an organization and a representative internal user of its security
system, and show how compliance may be achieved with the help of two different approaches –
namely, providing bonuses for compliance with security policies and imposing fines for lack of
compliance.
Issues of providing incentives such as bonus and fines fall under a general umbrella of
principal-agent problem and have been looked at in several fields, but the results remain
inconclusive. For example, Sandmo (2002) argues that provision of bonuses in public sector is
not always a right incentive. Conrad and Wang (1993) consider a subsidy\tax combination to
regulate environmental emissions, but find that in many cases behavior of such schemes is ad
hoc. Strand (1994) proposes a bonus and fine scheme to prevent environmental accidents and
finds that the optimal configuration of such a scheme depends on the weights of individual and
social welfare as perceived by society. A similar result is shown by Nault (1996) in terms of
equivalence of taxes and subsidies as the policy tools that help control negative production
externalities.
Comparison between bonus and fine incentive approaches has also received recent
attention in the field of experimental economics. Several reports indicate potential conflict
between controlling and controlled parties. While fines are favored by the principals, they have
largely a detrimental effect on the agents (Gatcher et al 2006). On the other hand, use of certain

performance-based incentives (such as fines) tends to lessen the individuals’ desire to cooperate
in the long run, as it signals distrust (Ellingsen and Johannesson 2005).
We explore the relative benefits and dynamics of incentive schemes involving bonus, fine
or their combination in a variety of setting – from a one-shot simultaneous move game to
repeated games to sequential games with uncertainty. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we develop a game-theoretic model in which a bonus and\or a fine is
offered for compliance with security policies and illustrate that compliance is hard to sustain. In
section 3, we develop an extension of the model – a penal code model. We show that a repeated
game perspective is one way to enforce compliance with organizational security policies and
derive conditions necessary to insure compliance using bonus, fine and combination of both. We
conclude in section 4 with a discussion of our main results, their applications and directions for
future research.

2. Role of Trust (Assurance of Future Interaction) as a Consideration of
Incentive Design
Security-related interactions rarely take place just once. Real-world organizations
periodically monitor their partners’ behavior and change its own security policies to adapt to new
threats and solutions. In order to develop a formal analysis of repeated interactions between the
user and the organization, we consider an infinitely repeated game. At every stage of this game,
the user and the organization play a one-shot compliance game. In the following paragraphs, we
will provide a detailed analysis of the bonus-only game, and then show how it extends to
encompass the cases of fine-only and bonus-fine incentive schemes.
First, let us develop a game theoretic model for a situation where an organization wants
to ensure that its users comply with its security policies. Lack of compliance by the users
increases the organization’s exposure to security breaches, resulting in expected losses of z

dollars. This amount can be envisioned as the amount that the organization has to reserve to
implement additional security measures or to be prepared to use this money in clean-up and
repair activities after a security breach. We assume that non compliance with security policies
always leads to organization suffering a monetary loss (-z). On the contrary, in case of the user
compliance with security policies security risks are countered and the organization can re-deploy
previously reserved resources. Therefore, in this case the organization experiences a gain of z
dollars.
For a given user2, however, compliance with security policies is costly because it requires
commitment of additional monetary and human resources which ultimately may reduce its own
productivity. We represent the cost associated with compliance to security policies as c dollars.
The users may not see immediate ways to redistribute increased protection to everyone, i.e., they
anticipate no direct gain from improved security. However, when users do not comply with
security policies, from a myopic perspective, there is no cost of non-compliance with the
organization’s security policies.
Because of the conflicting interests and different perceptions of value for security, the
organization may need to offer additional incentives to the user to ensure compliance with
security policies. We can now formally define the compliance game between a user and an
organization. In this section we assume that the organization and the user are in a single-period
simultaneous move game. The user may choose to comply with security policy at cost c or not
to comply at zero cost; its strategy set can be represented by Su=(Compliance, No Compliance).
The organization, on the other hand, may choose to provide bonus of b to the user for expected
compliance or no bonus if it expects non-compliance; therefore, its strategy set can be
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represented by So=(Bonus, No Bonus). To ensure individual rationality, we require that double
inequality c<b<z holds, i.e., bonus received by the user must exceed its cost of compliance;
however, the bonus cannot exceed the benefits retained by the organization. We can then
represent the payoff vector, So × Su → R in the Normal form game between the user and the
organization as follows (payoffs of the user; payoff of the organization):
Org.
The user
No
Compliance
Compliance

Bonus

No Bonus

+b-d; -z-b

-d; -z

+b-c; z-b

-c; z

Players’ payoffs in a repeated bonus-only game are accumulated over time depending on
the outcome of every single-stage game. Once the cumulative payoffs are considered, we can
show that there are possibilities for players to achieve mutually beneficial outcome (Compliance,
Bonus). To account for future payoffs, we introduce a “time value of money” factor g (0 < g <
1). From the perspective of period t, one dollar received in received now is worth $1, one dollar
received in period t+1 is worth $g, one dollar received in period t+2 is worth $g2, and so on.
Thus, the payoff from the game becomes a sum of the geometric progression depending on g.
The question of interest is whether there are some values of the factor g that can help to achieve
the desired outcome (Compliance, Bonus) as an equilibrium of a repeated compliance game.
One way to analyze infinitely repeated games is to consider so called Nash reversion or
trigger strategies (e.g., Friedman 1971, Furusawa 1999). Let t be the current period of the game
(i.e., it has already been played t-1 times). In Nash reversion strategy, both players will choose
mutually beneficial outcome (Compliance, Bonus) in current period t, if both of them played this
strategy in previous period t-1. If one of the players deviates from this choice in the current

period, in period t+1 the opponent will start “punishing” this player by forcing the mutually
inefficient outcome (No Compliance, No Bonus) thereafter.
To see if a particular strategy combination is an equilibrium, we need to check if any
player has an incentive to deviate from the equilibrium path. For a rational, value-maximizing,
player this incentive is a higher payoff from deviation strategy. In our game, incentive to deviate
from (Compliance, Bonus) outcome is potentially present to both players. For example, the user
may choose to play the No Compliance strategy in hope that the organization will still provide
the Bonus; in this case, the user will receive the bonus, b, without taking any effort at all.
Similarly, the organization can choose No Bonus strategy hoping that the user will still choose
Compliance; in this case, the organization keeps all the benefits of increased security z without
having to pay the bonus to the user. However, it is plausible to think that the opponent will be
unhappy about such actions and will play only the Nash equilibrium strategy in the future (since
it is the best response to opponent’s equilibrium strategy).
Since both players move simultaneously and do not know the opponent’s strategy in
advance, deviations from the established path of the game are possible for both players. In
making decisions about which strategy to pursue in the current period, players will compare two
streams of payments after period t: one with stable payments associated with (Compliance,
Bonus) outcome; another with a higher “deviation” payment in period t, but lower, inefficient
payments from (No Compliance, No Bonus) outcome thereafter.
First, consider the strategies and payoff for the user. If she does not deviate from the
Compliance strategy, then the (Compliance, Bonus) outcome occurs infinitely, and her payment
stream is:
(b-c) · (1+g+g2+g3+…) = (b-c)/(1-g)

(1)

If she deviates and chooses the No Compliance strategy, then (No Compliance, Bonus)
outcome occurs once, giving the user a single-period payoff of b-d instead of b-c. In the next
period, the organization does not believe in good will of the user any longer, and plays No Bonus
strategy infinitely. The user’s best response to the organization’s anticipated strategy is No
Compliance, and her payment stream is:
b-d + (-d) · (g+g2+g3+…) = b-d/(1-g)

(2)

Therefore, the user has no incentive to deviate from Compliance strategy if her payoff
from deviation is too low:
(b-c)/(1-g) > b-d/(1-g), or g > (c-d)/b.

(3)

Thus, as the user’s cost of implementing high security is close to the amount of the
bonus, she will prefer the Compliance strategy if sustainability of future payments is high.
On the other hand, from the organization’s perspective, payoff from non-deviation and
infinitely repeated (Compliance, Bonus) outcome is:
(z-b) · (1+g+g2+g3+…) = (z-b)/(1-g)

(4)

If the organization chooses to deviate from the Bonus strategy, then the outcome
(Compliance, No Bonus) occurs once, giving the organization a single-period payoff of z instead
of z-b. In the following periods, the user reverts to playing the No Compliance strategy, thus
forcing the organization to play the No Bonus strategy. Therefore, the organization’s payoff
from a single-period deviation is:
z + (-z) · (g+g2+g3+…) = z· (1-2g)/(1-g)
Therefore, the organization will not deviate from the Bonus strategy if the payoff from
deviation is too low3:
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(5)

(z-b)/(1-g) > z· (1-2g)/(1-g); or g > b/2z

(6)

Therefore, as the amount of bonus increases compared to the organization’s value of
additional security, it will not deviate if sustainability of future payments is high.
The analysis presented above indicates that higher level of security can be achieved if
both players are sure that future payments can be sustained. This is an interesting implication
that is not apparent in the initial problem formulation: for security to be provided at higher level,
the parties need to be assured that their relationship will be continued in the future. Therefore,
building trust is very important. One example of how trust building may occur in reality is
building a sense of job security in employees, so that they have a lesser incentive to expose a
company’s confidential data.
It is also worth noting that in our setting, deviation from the Bonus strategy for the
organization has negative payoffs for any g>½. However, deviation might still be a better option
for the user if the amount of the bonus payment is close to the cost of opting for higher security.
Thus, subjectively, the user’s incentives for deviation from the Compliance strategy seem to be
stronger, and we expect to see more attempts to breach a contract of compliance on the side of
the user rather than the organization. However, it is possible to find a range of bonus values that
makes the outcome (Compliance, Bonus) optimal for the user as well as the organization. This
result is presented in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. (Characterization of feasible bonus amount for the bonus-only game) Suppose
that providing a bonus in the amount of b is feasible. Then, if the choice of reward b is inducing
incentive compatibility (voluntary adherence with security policy), it may be characterized as
follows:
(c-d)/g < b < 2zg

Proof.
The assumption of incentive compatibility implies that there is no need to deviate from
equilibrium outcome for either the user or the organization. Thus, conditions (3) and (6) hold.
Rearranging those inequalities and combining them, we obtain
(c-d)/g < b < 2zg.

(7)

Since reaching an exact value at any end of this interval creates an indifference condition
for one of the parties involved (and, thus a non-zero probability of deviation), we need to use the
upper/lower bound notation for the feasible set of values of b. Still, actual values of b may be
infinitely close to the ends of intervals without violating feasibility.
Q.E.D.
The incentive compatibility for a player occurs when this player has no incentives to
deviate from the (Compliance, Bonus) outcome of an infinitely repeated compliance game.
Corollary 1 shows that there is a value of time value of money factor g that guarantees incentive
compatibility for both players.
Corollary 1. (Existence of guaranteed discount rate that induces incentive compatibility).
Suppose that providing a bonus is feasible. Then, there exist a lower bound on time value of
money factor g that induces mutual incentive compatibility. This critical value of g is 1 / 2 .
Proof.
If provision of bonus is feasible, then double inequality (7) holds. From it, we can write
that
(c-d)/g < 2zg, or g2 > (c-d)/(2z).

(8)

However, by construction, c is smaller than z to induce feasibility and d is smaller than c.
Thus, c/(2z) < ½ . Substituting this result into (8), we conclude that all time value of money

factors that satisfy the inequality g2 ≥ ½ (or, equivalently, g ≥ 1 / 2 ), automatically induce
incentive compatibility.

Q.E.D.

It is possible that some values of g2 below ½ (i.e., g < 0.707) still induce incentive
compatibility, however, a value of g  0.707 guarantees users’ compliance with security policies.
Note that these values of g suggest a reasonably large range of practically useful values4. since it
is common in net present value analysis to use the discount rates in the range of 0.01-0.20
(corresponding to g values of 0.80-0.99) which is contained in our interval. A natural question is
whether use of a fine instead of a bonus or in combination with a bonus influences the outcome
of compliance game in a repeated game setting. Surprisingly, the structure of equilibrium results
is very similar in both of these cases.
First, let us consider fine-only incentive mechanism. The payoffs of this game are the
following:
Org.
The user
No
Compliance
Compliance

Fine

No Fine

-f-d; -z+f

-d; -z

-f-c; z+f

-c; z

In this case, our goal is to achieve an outcome (Compliance, No Fine) as a sustainable
equilibrium of a multiple-period game. As before, there is potential incentive for the user to play
a No Compliance strategy in the hope that the organization will not impose a fine in a given
game period. Similarly, the organization may want to impose a fine on the user in a hope to
increase its payoff. However, both of these actions will be punished in subsequent game periods
as the outcome (No Compliance, Fine) will be chosen by rational players.
If the user chooses the strategy of Compliance, her payment stream is:
4

Note, again, that the organization has no incentive to deviate for any g > 0.5. Thus, operating in the range of g >
0.707 assures that both The user and the organization have no incentive to deviate.

(-c) · (1+g+g2+g3+…) = (-c)/(1-g)

(9)

If she chooses No Compliance instead, she will not have to pay the cost c once, but will
be punished by the fine f at every game stage afterwards, generating a payment stream of
-d + (-f-d) · (g+g2+g3+…) = (-d-fg)/(1-g)

(10)

Therefore, the user will have no incentive to deviate from Compliance strategy if her
payoff from deviation is too low:
(-d-fg)/(1-g) < (-c)/(1-g), or g > (c-d)/f

(11)

Similarly, the organization’s payoff from non-deviation from an infinitely repeated
(Compliance, Bonus) outcome is
z · (1+g+g2+g3+…) = z/(1-g)

(12)

while the payoff from a deviation – imposing a fine on the user – will be
z + f + (-z+f) · (g+g2+g3+…) = z+f + (-z+f)g/(1-g)

(13)

Therefore, the organization will not deviate from the No Fine strategy if the payoff from
deviation is too low:
z+f + (-z+f)g/(1-g) < z/(1-g), or g > (2f-z)/(f+z)

(14)

To compare the results of a fine-only game with those of a bonus-only game in a repeated
setting, we should assume that the bonus and the fine are equal in magnitude, so that b=f. This
way, we will be able to focus on the impact of the direction of incentive (positive bonus vs.
negative fine) which will not be distorted by possible disproportions in the size of incentive.
Then, if the bonus and the fine are equal in magnitude, the critical value of time value of money
factor g that is sufficient for compliance with security policies by the user is the same in both
cases (compare inequalities (3) and (11)):
g > (c-d)/b = (c-d)/f

(15)

We may also show that critical value of g that is necessary to prevent deviation from
equilibrium by the organization is also the same. To see this, recall that the amount of fine f is
equal to that of bonus b and is smaller than z – the organization’s value of increased security.
Since f < z, we can rewrite (14) as:
g > (2f-z)/(f+z) > (2f-f)/(z+z) = f/2z

(16)

Thus, the condition for non-deviation of the organization from equilibrium strategy is the
same in the case of bonus-only and fine-only mechanism (compare inequalities (6) and (16)):
g > b/2z = f/2z

(17)

We conclude that when the magnitudes of the bonus and the fine are the same, both
bonus-only and fine-only mechanism will be effective under the same conditions. Theorem 2
formally describes the conditions when fine-only mechanism is applicable. It can be proven in
the same way as Theorem 1 and produces the same corollary. We will omit proof steps.
Theorem.2. (Characterization of feasible fine amount for the fine-only game) Suppose that
assessing a fine f is feasible. Then, if the choice of penalty f is inducing incentive compatibility
(voluntary adherence with security policy), it may be characterized as follows:
(c-d)/g < f < 2zg
Proof. Follows from (11) and (16)

Q.E.D.

Corollary 2. (Existence of guaranteed discount rate that induces incentive compatibility).
Suppose that imposing a fine is feasible. Then, there exist a lower bound on time value of money
factor g that induces mutual incentive compatibility. This critical value of g is 1 / 2 .
We have seen that bonuses and fines produce similar outcomes when used separately.
Now we should see what effect they will have if they are used simultaneously. Let us revisit the

bonus-fine compliance game from a repeated game perspective. In a single period, players
payoffs are as follows:
Org.
The user
No
Compliance
Compliance

Bonus

Fine

+b-d; -z-b

-f-d; -z+f

b-c; z-b

-c-f; z+f

The outcome (Compliance, Bonus) is beneficial simultaneously to both players. If it is to
be sustained as an equilibrium of an infinitely repeated game, neither player should have an
incentive to deviate from playing it. Using the same logical steps as before, we obtain that the
non-deviation condition for the user is
(b-c)/(1-g) > b – (fg+d)/(1-g),

(18)

while for the organization the non-deviation condition is
(z-b)/(1-g) > z + f +(-z+f)g/(1-g)

(19)

As before, we would like to identify the effect of the direction of the incentive (bonus vs.
fine) and avoid the effects of the relative magnitude of bonus and fine. Thus, we assume that the
bonus and the fine are equal, b=f. Then we obtain the following non-deviation conditions for the
user and organization:
g > (c-d)/2b

(20)

g > b/z

(21)

The equilibrium which enforces the compliance with information security policies is
possible when both of these conditions are met, and the required bonus and fine amounts then
satisfies conditions of Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. (Characterization of feasible fine amount for the bonus-fine game) Suppose that
providing bonus and fine is feasible and both bonus and fine amounts are equal, b=f. Then, if the

choice of incentive b=f is inducing incentive compatibility (voluntary adherence with security
policy), it may be characterized as follows:
(c-d)/2g < b=f < zg
Proof. Follows from (20) and (21)

Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.3. (Existence of guaranteed discount rate that induces incentive compatibility).
Suppose that providing a bonus and a fine is feasible, and their amounts are equal. Then, there
exist a lower bound on the time value of money factor g that induces mutual incentive
compatibility. This critical value of g is 1 / 2 .
We summarize the result of our analysis in Table 1.
Incentive mechanism

Incentive range

Compliance – inducing value of g

Bonus only

(c-d)/g < b < 2zg

1/ 2

Fine only

(c-d)/g < f < 2zg

1/ 2

Bonus and fine

(c-d)/2g < b=f < zg

1/ 2

Table 1. Comparison of different incentive mechanisms

There are three important observations that arise from this analysis. First and foremost,
regardless of the particular choice of incentive scheme, it is possible to ensure compliance with
information security policies if the time value of money is sufficiently high. Results of
Theorems 1-3 and their corollaries suggest that despite all uncertainty and threat of opportunistic
behavior, there is a practically significant range of potential values of discount factors for which
it is possible to build trust relationships between the user and the organization and insure the
provision of appropriate level of security. Moreover, such a cutoff level is independent of any
particular configuration of agents’ payoffs or choice of incentive scheme (e.g., bonus only, fine
only, or both).

Second, a bonus and a fine will produce the same range of effective incentive levels when
they are used independently. Therefore, they may be used interchangeably as the tools of
enforcing compliance with information security policies, as long as their magnitudes are
identical, or at least perceived as being so by the users.
Third, simultaneous use of a bonus and a fine will produce a narrower range of incentive
magnitude as compared to use of bonus or fine alone. On one hand, this leaves the organization
with fewer choices for policy configurations and may be perceived as a negative issue. On the
other hand, it also restricts the space of potential negotiations between the user and the
organization over the amount of bonus and fine and may lead to more concise and faster
outcomes of such negotiations in practice.
To further extend our analysis, we consider another deterrent mechanism that may be
used to prevent the user’s opportunistic behavior and provide compliance with security policies.

3. Penal code

An important mechanism for achieving desirable outcomes in repeated games is known
as a penal code. Abreu (1988) discusses the concept of optimal penal codes that can be used as
an alternative to Nash reversion strategies to support favorable equlibria in infinitely repeated
games with discounting. The logic behind penal codes is described below:


Suppose the game has developed along some initial path through the current time period, for
example, in the compliance game between the user and the organization, and both players
were consistently choosing the strategies of (Compliance, Bonus). Then, if no player changes
her strategy in the current time period, the same path continues.



However, if a player deviates from the established path, the punishment takes place in the
form of an outcome that is unfavorable for the deviating player. For example, in the
compliance game, the user chooses the strategy of No Compliance if the organization did not
play the Bonus strategy in previous period. If the resulting outcome is also the worst possible
for the punished player, it is called an optimal penal code.



Penal codes are player-specific and the same penal code is used to punish any deviation.
Generally, penal code includes a sequence of actions (a path of the game), not just singleperiod punishments.
We modify the compliance game to implement a penal code that enforces compliance

with information security policies using the following mechanism5. The user and the
organization play an infinitely repeated game, moving simultaneously in each stage. The user
may choose between strategies of Compliance and No Compliance, while the organization
chooses between strategies of Bonus and No Bonus. While the user chooses her action at each
stage, the organization strictly adheres to the following rule: after offering a Bonus in the first
period, it monitors the action of the user. If the user chooses Compliance in any given period, the
organization is committed to offer a Bonus again in the next period. However, if the user chooses
No Compliance, the organization offers No Bonus in the subsequent stage of the game. The
sequence of game decisions is presented below.
1. Start with the (Compliance, Bonus) game in previous period. The user chooses her
strategy for the next period. If the user plays Compliance again, the organization
plays Bonus and return to step 1. Else, go to step 2.

5

We consider the modification of the “bonus-only” game. It is easy to show that similar results hold in case of
penal codes applied to “fine-only” and “bonus and fine” games.

2. The organization punishes the user by playing the No Bonus strategy in the current
period. The user chooses her action in response to this pre-announced strategy. If she
chooses No Compliance, return to step 2. If she chooses Compliance, go to to step 3.
3. The organization plays Bonus in the current period. If the user chooses to play
Compliance, return to step 3. Else, go to step 2.
This decision sequence represents a contingent contract, as the user knows what actions
the organization will take in response to her moves. The payoffs of players for a single stage are
presented in Figure 1. Payoffs of future periods are discounted in the same manner as before,
using a time value of money factor g.

Org.

Bonus

No Bonus

b-d; -z-b

-d; -z

User
No
Compliance

3
2

Compliance

b-c; z-b

-c; z
1

Figure 1. Compliance game with penal code

This figure also represents the potential paths of deviation that should be considered.
Arrow 1 represents the original deviation by the user. Once it takes place, the organization
imposes a penalty in the form of the No Bonus strategy, represented by arrow 2. As long as the
user chooses a strategy of No Compliance in response to that, the game ends up along the Nash
reversion strategies path, which was analyzed before. However, if the user accepts the one-period
punishment and chooses the strategy of compliance, then she knows that in the next period the
organization will offer a Bonus. Thus, there is a possibility of returning to the outcome of (No

Compliance, Bonus), represented by arrow 3 (since b-d is higher single-period payoff than b-c),
thus invoking punishment by organization again. Such “oscillation” may repeat forever
depending on the value of time value of money factor g. However, in the Theorem 3.4 we
describe conditions under which the proposed penal code ensures compliance with security
policies.
Theorem 4. (Penal code that ensures compliance with security policies).
Suppose that the penal code of the compliance game is defined as follows: in any time
period t the organization plays Bonus if t=0 or the user played Compliance in time period t-1;
and it plays No Bonus otherwise. Then, this penal code will enforce voluntary compliance by the
user if b > (c-d)/g
Proof. We need to show that a) proposed penal code is incentive compatible for the user
and b) under this code persistent compliance is preferred to alternating between compliance and
non-compliance strategies.
To show that this penal code is incentive-compatible for the user, we need to consider her
alternatives once the code is imposed. As mentioned before, the only other alternative available
to the user once the penalty is imposed is to play Nash reversion strategies. Her payoff from the
continued game in this case will be
(b-d) + (-d) (g+g2+g3…) = b – d/(1-g)

(22)

If the user chooses to comply with the penal code path instead, she will return to the
deviation path in alternating time periods, with corresponding payoff of
(b-d) (1+g2+g4…)+(-c) (g+g3+g5…) = (b-d-cg)/(1-g2)
Comparing the R.H.S of (23) and (24) we see that the penal code path is preferred to
simple Nash reversion if b > (c-d)/g

(23)

Now, we need to show that consistent compliance is preferred by the user. This will be
the case when its payoff exceeds that of “flipping” between compliance and non-compliance.
Consider two consequent time periods, t and t+1. If the user chooses Compliance in both of
them, her payoff is (b-c) + (b-c)g = (b-c)(1+g)

(24)

Alternatively, if the user flips between compliance and non-compliance, her payoff is (bd) + (-c) g = b-d –cg

(25)

Consistent compliance generates higher payoff if the R.H.S. of (24) exceeds that of (25),
or when b > (c-d)/g

Q.E.D.

Theorem 4 has important implications. First of all, it shows that it is possible to enforce
compliance with security policies by the means of a simple penal code, which is a more realistic
strategy than Nash reversion. Second, the critical condition when such penal code will work is
the same as before: the bonus offered to the user for compliance in current period should exceed
the difference of user’s cost of compliance and opportunism in the next period. Also, since the
conditions for user compliance are the same as in Nash reversion strategies (Theorem 1), the
organization has a choice between at least to mechanisms that lead to desired results, if time
value of money factor is sufficiently high.
As we have seen so far, it is important to build trust in repeated future interactions
between parties to ensure that no one is inclined to make one brutal move and cut ties with its
counterpart. Also, such trust building is possible for a practically reasonable range of values of
“time value of money” factor. However, it is not clear if decision makers in the real world
indeed consider “time value of money” factors when making security decisions, and what
particular values they use. Also, organizations and users usually know rules of engagement in
advance, with performance bonuses and fines provided in contracts and policies before the

engagement begins. Therefore, it is necessary to consider alternative approaches to providing
incentives for compliance with information security policies. In the next section, we study the
dynamics of user-organization interaction in cases when the organization announces in advance
which incentive scheme it will use.

4. Discussion
The main goal of this work was to identify conditions under which fines and bonuses
may be used as incentives for voluntary compliance with information security polices in
organizations. We have found that such compliance may potentially be enforced if the
interactions between the user and the organization are repeated over time. We found that fines
and bonuses are, in theory, equally effective in this setting. A combination of bonus and fine
may also be used.
An alternative perspective is that of sequential games, when the user observes
organization’s choice of incentive. While these results provide prescriptive recommendations on
the use of bonuses and fines to design security compliance contracts, it is necessary to highlight
some practically important issues that are not directly addressed by this set of models. First of
all, though we found fines to be monetary equivalents or even sometimes preferred to bonuses,
they may also be perceived by the users as unfair. In this case, a fine is usually preferred to a
bonus by the organization; further, even a threat of fine is sometimes sufficient to ensure
compliance.
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